
PAN Social Media Guidelines

Social Distancing Dos & Don’ts 



Guideline Specifics
✰ Old photos pre-coronavirus are completely acceptable

✰ If 2 or more people are in their own private space (i.e. 
apartment, bedroom/bathroom in a house) it is acceptable to 
not be social distancing or wearing masks

✰ If a member is in a common space she needs to practice 
social distancing and wear a mask at all times

● This does not apply to a living room in an apartment 
but rather a dining or common space in an on-campus 
house



Guideline Specifics cont.
✰ To be clear: we are only allowing the roommmate pictures 
without masks and distance IF they are in their own personal 
space

☆ On campus masks are required if inside, however if 2 or 
more people are outdoors where social distancing is 
possible, they don’t need to wear masks 



DISCLAIMER
✰ We suggest that you put a disclaimer on any posts where 
these guidelines may be questionable

“This photo was taken pre COVID-19”
“Zoommates”
“   March 2020”



GOOD EXAMPLES



☆These photos were clearly 
taken well before the 
virus



☆These photos are great 
examples of social 
distancing and they are 
also wearing masks

Pc: @fgcupanhellenic



☆This was clearly taken at 
their apartment on the 
balcony

☆It was made apparent that 
they were roommates with 
the caption: “and they 
were zoommates”



☆These lovely ladies are 
wearing masks and social 
distancing in a common 
area of the house

☆Clearly taken in their 
bedroom



☆She is alone off campus 
so no mask is necessary

Pc: @au_panhellenic



☆These ladies are pictured 
in their apartment and 
therefore are quarantining 
together

They don’t need to be 
wearing a mask 



☆She is wearing a mask:)

☆Wearing masks and 
socially distanced, but 
pls spread out a little 
more if you are thinking 
of recreating this

 



☆While they are on campus, 
they are 
paticticating/look like 
they could be 
participating in an 
outdoor activity which 
doesn’t require a mask

☆They also appear to be 
social distancing because 
they are alone

 



BAD EXAMPLES



☆They are in a common area 
of the chapter house but 
not social distancing and 
wearing masks



☆While they are wearing 
masks, they are not social 
distancing



☆They are not wearing 
masks or social distancing

☆The editing is *chefs 
kiss* but homegirl is 
entering an indoor space 
so she needs a mask on 
campus



☆This WOULD be allowed if 
they were socially 
distanced

They are eating so it is 
ok to obviously not wear a 
mask



BID DAY



☆These WOULD both be okay 
NORMALLY however everyone 
must wear a mask on Bid 
Day



☆She’s wearing a mask but 
the homies in the back are 
not social distancing



☆Cute but they’re not 
social distancing:(



☆For the love of virtual 
recruitment please don’t 
post anything like this!



Last minute message
✰ We apologize for any previous miscommunication. This is 
how we will be enforcing our guidelines, however everything 
we approve is on a case by case basis

✰ Feel free to reach out and text me before you post

Taylor- (772)497-4237


